3.5 l ecoboost crate engine
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Don't trust your heart to just anyone. Ford Racing, the people with experience and passion for
engine building, introduce their c. These crate engines begin with a seasoned block fitted with a
precision-ground crankshaft, forged steel connecting rods, and Mahle forged pistons. Your
build continues to breathe life with a hydraulic roller cam with a. A double roller timing chain
set, dual sump oil pan, oil pump, and chrome valve covers sporting the "Ford Racing" logo are
included. These engines are ideal for kits cars, street rods, Mustangs, Fox body cars, and
trucks, helping you to gain the horsepower you desire at a price that you can afford. You
wanted Ford Racing performance and value--you got it! Make these crate engines the heart of
your build and convert your project's energy into a high performance machine. Get in line for
these c. Drive and Belt Kit Incl. Attributes Compression Ratio Your Name. Enter the code in the
box below:. Ford Racing MT 3. Product Information. It provides an equivalent power and torque
to a natural aspirated. This engine is also known as 3. It was a creation of a reliable alternative
to a displacement V8 engine that became a large one as in the V8 coyote engine. This 3. It was
Ford F as the popular platform of this engine. The heads of a cylinder of this engine made of
aluminum which equipped with four valves per cylinder. Pent-roof combustion chambers, two
overhead camshafts, and spark plugs that are located centrally complete this engine. Below the
intake valves, Ford places the GDI fuel injectors, which are directly in the center of the pipes.
The intake size is 37 mm while the exhaust is 31 mm. A single primary chain drives the
camshafts. This pumping can deliver the pressure of the fuel up to psi. A turbocharger performs
an excellent engine. These turbochargers installed in the cast iron low internal volume exhaust
manifolds that bring high strength. The exhaust gases go via fast cat converters which is to
keep the low emissions. The specifications that are made of plastic are charge pipes, intake
manifold, and stock intercooler end tanks. Bosch engine computer unite which is the advanced
one, knock sensors with high accuracy, electronic ignition system, IAT sensors, MAP sensors,
wideband 02 sensors, and many more. The engine oil capacity is 5. The firing order is This
engine can deliver to lb-ft at 2, to 5, rpm. It generates to horsepower at 5, to 6, rpm. The 3. The
more powerful version of this engine was applied to the F, Navigator, and Expedition. The
second generation of this EcoBoost Engine brought customers a few changes. The most
noticeable is the additional multi-port fuel injection. Its operation is combined with direct
injection. It covers a fuel output need that is increased from its previous version. Besides, it
also avoids a carbon buildup on the intake valves, which can keep the engine on the same level
performance during a long mileage. Its Borg Warner turbocharger is equipped with a turbine
wheel. That is made of MAR-M alloy, which is actuated. The wastegate reduce more
turbocharger lag electrically. It also contains two primary chain system with the double gear
arrangement of cam chain drive sprocket on the crankshaft. Although there are few problems
follow this 3. That it has excellent longevity if it is maintained on schedule and the
recommended oil is used. The trouble of mileage will exist after , miles of use of this engine.
The new chains are considered more durable. It is also less prone to stretch because of the
thickness of the side plates that are increased. This second generation of 3. The changes in the
second generation are to reduce the friction, furthermore, its mechanical losses. What changes
this generation is the ratio of compression that is from So, it depends on you to decide which is
the best for your needs. Although I enjoyed the article, it was at times difficult to understand
due to many grammatical errors. In some cases the sentences do not really make much sense.
She could definitely assist with making the article more readable and eliminate the grammar
problems. On the other hand, I admire someone so confident as to write a technical article in a
language which is not her first language. Bravo to you. Knowing engines, I was able to follow
your writing well enough. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Home Cars. What is Volvo PowerPulse Mean? Renault Nissan 2. Home Engines 3.
Engines Ford Info Tips. Jump To Article. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name
here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Recent Posts. Jasmine Lee 0. If you need a
used car with a small diesel engine, even though the repair costs are very high, there are
several attractive offers The 3. The main idea behind this power unit was the creation of a solid
alternative to a large-displacement V8 engine such as the V8 coyote sourced engine. The new
turbocharged 3. Since the start of production in and further extension of using this engine in
Ford's vehicles, the popular platform for this V6 engine became Ford's top-seller - the Ford F
And this is not surprising, because EcoBoost Fs have a cheaper price with no disadvantages of

small displacement, NA 6-cylinder engines, compared to V8 Fs. The EcoBoost block is all
aluminum and an open-deck design with high strength steel sleeves. The engine is equipped
with forged steel I-beam connecting rods and forged steel crankshaft with 6-bolt main bearing
caps. High-strength aluminum and CNC machined pistons have low friction coating on the
piston skirt and piston top shape specially designed for efficient combustion. The cylinder
block got oil jets spraying oil on the underside of the pistons to keep them cool and strong. An
oil pan is also aluminum. GDI fuel injectors are placed below-center of the intake valves. The
diameter of intake and exhaust valves is 37 mm 1. Camshafts are driven by a single primary
chain. The intake camshaft from the driver's side has an additional lobe driving a high-pressure
fuel pump of the direct fuel injection system. The pump delivers fuel pressures up to psi. The
key component that provides excellent performance is a turbocharger. They are smaller,
variable-vane, high-pressure turbos allowing peak torque faster at just 2, rpm , and reducing
turbo lag. Turbochargers are attached to high strength cast iron low internal volume exhaust
manifolds. After turbochargers, exhaust gases go through fast cat-converters to keep
emissions low. The intake manifold, charge pipes, and stock intercooler end tanks are made of
plastic. In , Ford has revised the design of the 3. The upgraded engine received a number of
changes, but the most noticeable of them is the addition of multi-port fuel injection and new
turbochargers. The operation of multi-port fuel injection is combined with direct injection, what
covers a raised fuel output needs but also prevents a carbon buildup on the intake valves
keeping the engine on the same level of performance during a long mileage. New Borg Warner
turbocharger has turbine wheel made of MAR-M super alloy and electrically actuated wastegate
reducing turbocharger lag even more. New 3. The cam chain drive sprocket on the crankshaft is
a double gear arrangement. New chains are also more durable and less prone to stretch due to
an increased thickness of the side plates. Cylinder heads now have a roller-finger follower
valvetrain and light hollow camshafts. All these changes are aimed at reducing friction and
mechanical losses. And finally, the compression ratio was increased from Many of these
engines delivered hundreds of thousands of miles without a single breakdown and still going.
But let's try to highlight common problems and failures that happening with these engines. The
timing chain is sensitive to the oil condition. Turbocharged engines are very aggressive to the
engine oil and it is very important to not pass the recommendation of oil change intervals.
Worn-out oil inside the 3. The second gen engine got more reliable timing chain due to this
factor. The following problem is common to all engines with direct fuel injection - a carbon
buildup on the backside of the intake valves and on walls of the intake ports. While port
injection system injects fuel before intake valves and fuel also acts as a cleaner from soot and
dust, direct injected engines suffer from lack of a natural cleaning process in the intake what
causes restricted air flow, loss of power and increased fuel consumption. The upgraded engine
already got an additional port injection which eliminates this problem. As you can see, most of
the engine problems are associated with the first gen 3. Based on independent research, the
engine has good longevity if owners precisely follow the maintenance schedule and use the
recommended oil. Average trouble-free mileage for the 3. Home Ford 3. The Second Generation
of the 3. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head
material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm.
Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing
order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Whether it comes to
performance tunes, towing tunes, or fuel efficiency tunes, we are a leader in first to market
production. World record breaking performance packed into one, easy to use, device. Some
features include:. Shop all Engines. Shop all Oiling. Livernois Motorsports Installed
Performance Packages are the full package, giving unmatched performance for late model Ford,
GM, and Chrysler vehicles. They feature many different stage options, utilizing many of the
Livernois Motorsports products. Choose the package that is optimal for your desired power
gains and we can install it in no time! Shop all Packages. Livernois valvetrain components are
made in the USA and include dyno tune proven cam profiles, valve spring kits, push rods,
rocker arm braces, displacement on demand eliminator kits, cam phaser lock outs and cam
phaser limiter kits. All designed and engineered by Livernois Motorsports for late model
perfromance trucks, cars and SUV's. Shop More Components. The Powerstorm Race Series
product line is built around proprietary race components and expert craftsmanship, designed to
win races and survive whatever you can throw at them. Each and every aspect of the
Powerstorm Race Series is carefully planned out, from the intensive design and development of
the components, to the meticulous attention to detail in machining and building. With over a
decade of race winning experience, along with numerous development partnerships with OEM
racing teams, Livernois is able to leverage its broad knowledge and experience base into
creating race winning engines. Whatever the type of racing, the Powerstorm Race Series

engines are ready and up to the task. This 3. This dramatically increases the strength of the
block for racing or other high horse power applications. We also add our Powerstorm pistons,
rods and main studs to make this engine capable of handling up to hp! For more information
simply click on the Product Information tab above or just give us a call at The factory 3. This
open deck configuration has a series of advantages in the stock application, such as ease of
manufacturing, cooling, and lower weight. However, when pushed beyond the stock power
level, this open deck configuration becomes a problem. With the cylinder bores floating freely,
there is no structural support to keep their position relative. Additionally bore geometry is
affected at higher power levels as the bores distort and shift because they lack support. The
head gasket faces increased loading and shift as the bores move under heavy load, leading to
possible gasket failure under load. All of these problems are big issues for a higher output 3.
Without some method of stabilizing the cylinder bores the engine will have reduced
performance, and most likely eventually suffer a failure. Livernois Motorsports has taken and
applied it's extensive background in block modification for racing and OEM development and
created a block and deck brace system for the 3. The Livernois Motorsports 3. Exacting
tolerances are used to ensure a precision fit, as well as the best performance. Using high
strength aluminum allows the brace to closely match the factory aluminum's expansion rate,
which allows the brace to expand and contract at the same rate as the block, keeping the bore
geometry as it should be. Additionally, the brace is machined with cooling passages that match
the factory 3. When final machined, the deck braces look as if it were part of the OEM 3. Deck
plate honing is used to ensure that the cylinder bores are as round as possible during the
honing procedure. Most factory honed blocks at the OEM level, as well as most basic rebuilds,
just employ honing the block without any kind of torque plate to replicate the stresses and bore
deformation. While this still allows for a decent finished product, it leaves some performance on
the table. Livernois uses a custom deck plate in order to perfectly replicate these stresses, and
to ensure that the bores are perfectly round to ensure maximum ring seal and performance.
Livernois uses it's own in house CNC department to make custom deck plates that exactly
match the cylinder heads, which takes deck plate honing even one step beyond just using the
more readilly available deck plates which are just ordinary pieces of aluminum. In order to
properly set main bearing clearances, as well as establish the proper crush on the main
bearings, Livernois align hones every single engine we build. For a lot of our competition, align
honing is an extra cost add-on, but at Livernois we're serious about performance and durability,
and align honing the main bearing bores and setting main bearing clearance and bearing crush
is a must, so we do it on every engine. This procedure uses a specific align honing machine,
that uses an adjustable mandrel that has custom ground stones on it to hone out the main
bores. This method involves checking bearing clearance and housing bore sizes, then
determining the correct size the bores need to be and honing them to achieve this size. While
our competition may skimp and omit this procedure, we believe strongly in need to align hone
and properly set bearing clearances and bearing crush, on every engine we build. Another
critical area of the engine is the rod bearings and setting rod bearing clearance. In order to
ensure the correct rod bearing clearance, along with the correct bearing crush, we go through
and measure and set every rod bearing clearance, on every engine we do. Each engine is
carefully hand deburred to ensure that stress risers and sharp edges are removed from the
blocks. This is an important step, ensuring that the block will hold up at higher power levels.
Some of the deburr work is to remove sharp edges to aid in assembly work, while other
deburring is done to remove sharp edges that cause stress risers and potential wek points. In
order to ensure proper oil delivery to all the bearing surfaces in the engine, Livernois sepnds
extra time modifying oil passages to remove flow restrictions. Beyond those steps Livernois
also modifies oil holes for increased flow under pressure, and to ensure correct oiling at higher
RPM and loads. Powerstorm pistons are designed exclusively by Livernois and only available
through Livernois Motorsports. Each design is developed to match the specific needs and
requirements of the engine and application. Where as most companies just use "off the shelf"
pistons, Livernois know's that in order to achieve maximum performance and reliability that you
can't just settle for off the shelf parts. Taking from over a decade of building winning race
engines, alongside the extensive time spent working with OEMs on development, Livernois
designs each piston to be a perfect fit for the application. Features like increased ringland
thickness, increased skirt thickness, added struts and bracing, revised ringland stack, custom
skirt profile, and many other things, all go into making a Powerstorm piston the best piston on
the market. Powerstorm connecting rods and designs have become the industry standard
design for many different engine families. From our H-beam design, to our higher end I-beam
offerings, these rods are designed to handle the increased horsepower and torque of a modified
performance engine. With standard features like ARP upgraded bolts and precision tolerances

of just. Each crankshaft is precision balanced, and treated to a variety of treatments in order to
ensure the best possible performance and durability. Our own in house CNC modifies the oil
passages for increased flow, while added polishing steps ensure a perfect surface finish. Log In
Register Account. Make Make. Model Model. Dealers Brands Newsletter. Sh
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op more oiling parts 5. Price: QTY: Total: Added to Cart Back to Shop. Description Product
Information Vehicle Fitments. Align Honing In order to properly set main bearing clearances, as
well as establish the proper crush on the main bearings, Livernois align hones every single
engine we build. Rod Bearing Clearances Another critical area of the engine is the rod bearings
and setting rod bearing clearance. Oil System Modifications In order to ensure proper oil
delivery to all the bearing surfaces in the engine, Livernois sepnds extra time modifying oil
passages to remove flow restrictions. Pistons Powerstorm pistons are designed exclusively by
Livernois and only available through Livernois Motorsports. Rods Powerstorm connecting rods
and designs have become the industry standard design for many different engine families.
Crankshaft Each crankshaft is precision balanced, and treated to a variety of treatments in order
to ensure the best possible performance and durability. Components 3.

